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Companion ! in whose social glow 
Our glad and pensive moods were free, 

Now deep in contemplation's flow, 
And playful now with fantasy ; 

True womanhood's unselfish zeal 
In thee bred courage to endure, 

And sympathy for woe and weal, 
, Each baffled hope to re-assure ; 

To gifted souls a magnet bright 
That brought to view the hidden mine, 

To humble worth a gracious light 
That bade its latent merit shine ! 

For Life's recurring problems found 
Solution through thy candid test, 

And even its prosaic round 
Grew buoyant with thy sportive zest 1 

The world paid homage to thy grace 
So frank, exuberant, and brave, 

Basked in the sunshine of thy face, 
And Beauty's lavish tributes gave; 

Yet only those within the sphere 
Thy love's reliant faith confest, 

Know what affinities endear, 
What tender longings haunt thy rest ! 

IV. 

O Nature'3 pride ! O human woe ! 
Eternal themes by poets sang, 

How bitter is your interflow? 
The promise mingled with the pang 1 

The maize stalks twinkle in the sun, 
And lightly sways the teeming rye, 

All flushed with noon the waters run, 
All cloudless spreads the beaming sky ;? 

Careless of tears and mortal doom, 
Gay in the wood azalias wave, 

Thick in the fields the clovers bloom, 
And must we pass them to thy grave ? 

We know the growing days can tame 

Impassioned grief to meek regret, 
That things are outwardly the same, 

And toil and pastime wait us yet ; 

But ah, how desolate the trust, 
When Memory keeps what Love has blest, 

As flowers long withered into dust 
On arid fossils live imprest. 

v. 

Let coward souls, of Truth afraid, 
That breathes from Sorrow's drooping wings, 

Her solemn ordeals evade, 
The respite seek Oblivion brings ; 

But one, to thy remembrance wed, 
Finds holier comfort in the Past, 

Than comes from treason to the dead, 
Or lures that fealty can outlast. 

In Life's stern battle we retreat, 
With backward step, and side by side, 

The loved ones falling at our feet, 
And for their salces each charge abide;? 

Until a final stand we take, 
And the last truce forlornly crave, 

With hearts that still must hope or break. 
Behind the rampart of a grave ! 

Thus, loved and lost, though ever near, 
Thy spirit's home our goal must be, 

And our most sacred landmark here, 
Yon mound beneath the locust tree ! 

n. t. T. 

WIELAND. 
" 

Taste, as often as ye can, the Godlike pleasure of rendering others 
happier; and, thou unfortunate, whose bosom heaves not with fellow 
feeling at the mere thought of this, fly, fly forever from the. dwellings 
of the children of Nature." 

Wieland'? " 
Religion of Psammis." 

" 
God is Love." This was the text of a sermon preached 

by the Lutheran minister of the little Suabian town of 
Biberach on a bright Sabbath day in the spring of 1*751. 
Not that this was a very unusual occurrence, but the good 
chronicler who records so faithfully this circumstance, had 

evidently his good reason for doing so. It seems that a 

youth of the congregation, and the son of the minister, too, 
openly remarked, that he could preach a much better ser 

mon on the subject, and tbe romantic incidents attached to 
this presumptuous declaration, seemed to have produced an 
excitement in the theological and sentimental circles of 
little Biberach, of which people of these our days can 

hardly form a conception. The youth, it appears, was 

deeply in love with a beautiful young girl, whom he had 
escorted to the meeting-house. When service was over, he 
went with her, as was the delightful custom of belles and 
beaux in Schwabenland, to the fields, and inspired by the 

beauty of the lovely Sophia?for this was the Christian name 
of the fair maiden?he gave his own version of the meaning 
of the sermon. The nightingales, from the adjoining trees, 
listened to his eloquence, and began, of course, to sing out 

more beautifully than they ever sang before; gold-headed 
bullfinches, which also abound in these happy Suabian lands, 
at once joined the amorous chorus ; violets blushed, and 
roses and forget-me-nots, we presume, dilated their fragrant 
buds with delight, and Sophia smiled, and said, 

" 
Why not 

write out thoughts so fine and so divine?" The youth 
smiled back, and said he would do so; and soon a little 

religious poem found its way to the publisher, and, from 
that time its author, Wieland, took at once his rank 

among German poets. 
****** 

" 
To be or not to be !" Years have elapsed, and we 

find ourselves in the presence of a dying man. The open 
ing words of Hamlet's celebrated soliloquy are the last 

words uttered by him, and he dies, to solve the doubt. 
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All this is historical. Goethe has recorded the fact. But 

how shall we reconcile the enthusiasm of his dawn of life 

with such sad words of doubt at his end ? And what has 

become of Sophia? 
Sophia was happily married to a Mr. de la Roche, but 

she remained on the most intimate terms of friendship with 

Wieland, as the following extract from her own remarks on 

the subject of a visit to him in 1199 will show : 

"On the 15th July, 1199, after a separation of thirty 
" 

years, I reached Wieland's house, at evening, and embraced 
" 

again the worthy friend of my youth, his wife, and four 
" of his daughters. One of my six grand-daughters accom 
" 

panied me, and being fatigued, we retired early to rest ; 
" but I could not sleep ; the tide of feelings and recollec 
" tions rushed over me too vehemently : still I was in his 
" house and happy. I heard him, before he went to bed, 
" 

playing on the harpsichord, according to his custom ; 
" he was now rehearsing a Swiss tune which we had 
" admired together at Biberach. The breakfast had an 
" attractive-neatness and simplicity : no servant attended ; 
" but one daughter brought a glass of buttermilk.; another 
" a plate of cherries, the toasted bread, and the home 
" made butter; and the young man presented to my Julia 
" a handful of roses: we had seen him, while we were 
" 

rising, employed in mowing the grass-plot in the garden. 
" 

During the forenoon, Mrs. Wieland led me to the dairy, 
" and the several objects of her superintendence, and 
" 

showed me the delicate produce of her spinning-wheel. 
" 
Wieland himself conducted me to see his new-shorn 

" 
flock, and told me what crops were to succeed the fragrant 

" fields ?f beans and clover, which I then beheld."? 

Was Wieland unhappy, because he did not marry the 

Sophia of his youth ? It would seem not. He writes to 

Sophia about his children: " 
My sweetest hours are those 

" in which I see about me, in all their glee of childhood, 
" 

my whole possy of little half-way things, between apes 
" and angels." % 

Aud about Mrs. Wieland he writes to his friend Meiss?er: 
" 

My wife is a model of every feminine and domestic virtue, 
" free from the usual foibles of her sex, with a head un 
" biased by prejudices, and a moral character that would 
" do honor to a saint. The two-and-twenty years, during " which I have lived with her, have passed, one and all, 
" without my ever once wishing to have remained unmar 
" ried. On the contrary, her existence is so interwoven 
" 

with mine, that I cannot spend a week away from home 
" without being attacked with the Swiss longing?(' Heim 

"vveh'?Home-craving,?or an irresistible longing after 
' 
Home, sweet home.' ") _ 

Yet Sophia, as a friend, remained constantly devoted to 

him, as he to her, and although the fiery thoughts that in- | 
spired his first songs were superseded by thoughts and 

emotions of baser alloy, his brain maintained a constant 

state of activity, and brought' forth something like fifty 
volumes of closely printed matter upon all sorts of 

subjects 
? 

political, mythological, allegorical, sesthetical, I 

ethical, and so forth. Nor seemed the fall from his high 
spiritual state to have in the remotest degree clouded his 

earthly happiness. He was happy in domestic, social, and 

literary life, adored by the foremost man of his age?by 
Goethe,?petted by the royalty of Weimar, worshipped by 
his family and friends, distinguished with the regard of 
men like Napoleon Bonaparte and Alexander of Russia., 
and warmly eulogized by stern critics like Menzel ;?the 
most luminous star of the Poets' Circles of Weimar, he was, 
at the same time the most beloved landlord of his tenantry 
at Osmantium. A delightful talker, he was one of those 

men with whom Sidney Smith would have loved to asso 

ciate, and as an affectionate pater familias, the vicaress of 
Waken eld would have held him out as a model to all 

husbands. 

Humanity, on the whole, is a most grateful appreciator, 
and bows humble thanks for even the smallest traits of 

goodness. Now, in Wieland there was nothing of great 
ness, but he was emphatically a kind-hearted man. In all 

his relations on earth he was honest and amiable ; his per 
sonal history is free from even the faintest spot or blemish. 

But Nature had not cut him out for a teacher of maukiud. 

In his youth he made a mistake. He gave himself credit for 

spiritual aspiration, which he did not possess. His fancy 
was impressed by the ministerial life of his father, his heart 

touched by the beauteous nature of his Sophia, but as soon 

as he perceived that his sensual nature was too strong for 

thoughts and associations of a high spiritual order, he had. 
the good sense and the psychological adroitness to drop 
religious enthusiasm, at the same time that he dropped 

Platonic love. 
Without dwelling, however, upon these aberrations of 

the genial Wieland, let us rather think of him gratefully 
and lovingly for the many happy fancies and delightful con 

ceits which his joyous and graceful temperament has 

created. His most popular poem is the " 
Oberon," the 

same Oberon who appears in Chaucer's Merchant's Tale, 
and hovers around Shakspeare's Midsummer Night's 
Dream. Wieland's literary genius chiefly sympathized with 

the romantic and classical associations of the Middle Ages 
and the ancient world. The institutions of feudal times, 
the exploits of knights, the distresses of maidens, the 

secrets of cloisters, the toils of pilgrims, the songs of min 

strels, the feats of giants, the spells and incantations of 

witches and magicians, the perverse frolics or the super 
natural and prophetic agencies of fairies, all these, deduced 

from the fables of the Gothic muse, present scenes and 

personages perfectly familiar to his fancy, and appropriate 
to his conceptions. One would suppose he had been the 

friend and fellow-traveller of Froissart, and like him, had 

lived all his days in the courts of monarchs, or the castles 

of chieftains, and had bustled and shone at many a tilt, 

joust, and tournament, 
l' Where throngs of knights and barons bold 

In weeds of peace high triumphs hold, 
'Mid stores of ladies, whose bright eyes 

Rain influence, and judge the prize 
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Of wit or arms, while both contend, 
To win her grace, whom all commend." 

It seems as if Wieland designed in Oberon to combine all 

the powers of his versatile genius, and to transcend all its 

previous efforts. He intended it (to use the language of 

Milton) as the most " consummate act of its' author's 
" 

fidelity and ripeness; the result of all his considerate 
" 

diligence, all his midnight watchings, and expense of 
" 

palladian oil." 

He had already, like Dryden, clothed with modern graces 
several single antique tales; but these were mere trials of 

his skill, short excursions, that displayed the brilliancy of 

his plumage and his gracefulness of motion, rather than the 

unvaried vigor of his wing. He aspired to be an epic poet. 
It was his proud aim to erect out of Gothic materials a 

structure of Grecian form and proportion, 
" Whose splendor springing from a dreary waste 
Would charm the wondering eye of public taste." 

He has enriched literatnre with a poem that presents won 

derful adventures, prodigious but natural fictions in a series 

strictly connected, and in a form as regular as beautiful. 

He has united the sportive wildness of the " Orlando 

Furioso 
" with the " Callida Junctura " of the jEneid 

itself. It is the decision of critics whose motto " Judex 

damnatur cum nocens' absolvitur"* suggests a penury of 

praise and a stern impartiality of investigation, that it is 
" a charming poem, in which we forget the sober and skep 
tical criticism of the age in which we live, and willingly 
indulge to a modern writer that license of wild and extra 

vagant fiction, which has usually been confined to the 

specious miracles of antiquity." 

Fancy some bright, sunny girls, rushing out of the dreary 
school-room, tired of numismatics and mathematics and the 
thousand and one technicalities of a dry drilling of the 

brain, into the free field of nature. Mark their uproarious 
joy, as they frolic and gambol among birds and flowers, 
and drink in long draughts of the poetic nectars so gene 
rously spread out by the beauteous earth ; their hearts 

palpitate with joy, and their eyes beam with the fire of 

life, and their cheeks glow with the healthy blushes of soul 

stirring buoyancy : their whole being is changed ; they are 
not the pale, learning-crushed school-girls any longer, but 

joyous maidens in whose countenances we see the sparkling 
fragrance of innocence and happiness; they are forms instinct 
with courage, and vigor, and beauty, and reflecting in its 

transparent fidelity the beauty of nature itself, which not 

only called it into life, but which also extirpated the 
wrinkled scars of a soulless, heartless, senseless educational 

conventionality. But the joy of the liberated school-girl 
could not be greater than was that of the genial Wieland, 
when, tired of the dreary conventionalities and little miseries 
of social life, he rushed on the fiery steed of fancy, into 
the cloud-land of fairies and fauns, the amorous turmoil 

* See Edinburgh Review, No. 8, p. 29G. 

of troubadours and knights, and threw himself rapturously 
into the arms of Romance. Mark the joy, which seems to 
fill his soul, as he enters upon the charming task of telling 
the poetical tale of Oberon. 

" Yet once again, ye muses ! once again 
Saddle the Hyppogryf ! and wing my way 

Where regions of romance their charms display. 
What lovely dreams entrance the unfettered brain? 
Who round my brow the wreath enchanted braids? 
Who from my ravish'd eye dispels the shades, 
That veil the wonders of the world of old ? 
Now conquering, conquer'd now, in battle bold, 
I see the knight's good sword, the pagan's sparkli?g blade. 

* * * * * * * 

A boy more beauteous than the god of love 
In smiling Cytberea's soft embrace, 
Sat in the silver car with heavenly grace, 
And held the silken reins and onward drove." 

******* 

We quote these first stanzas of Oberon from William 

Sotheby's exquisite translation. Sotheby himself is favor 

ably known as an original poet, principally by his " 
Saul," 

an epic poem in blank verse, and by his epistle to Sir 

George Beaumont on the character of English painters and 

improvement of painting in England. Sotheby's poetical 
genius, stimulated by his great love and laborious study of 
the Fine Arts, made him appreciate more readily the singular 
classic grace and artistic beauty of Wieland's Oberon, and 
as was likely to be the case in such a congenial labor 
of love, his translation remains to this day one of the 
noblest monuments of German scholarship in Anglo Saxon 
lands. Carlyle, although he alludes frequently to Wieland?s 
fine taste and great influence, does hardly justice to Oberon 
and other of Wieland's writings. At least he does not 

expatiate on them to any extent. Carlyle's massive, stern, 
lofty, critical nature evidently requires the more substan 
tial food of Goethe and Jean Paul. 

As John Bull cares more for the roast beef than for the 

pudding, so Carlyle cares only for the most ponderous 
dishes of the German literary banquet, and these fill him 
so entirely, that when some fragrant dessert is served up in 
the shape of the graces of Wieland, the poor Scotch seer is 
still laboring under the agonies of digestion. Almost 

choking, he does not feel like laughing or smiling. But 

we, who are of a more elastic disposition, love to see, after 
some heavy dishes, fine fruit, juicy dates and mellow figs, 
and sweet grapes spread out before us. 

Therefore, we bid welcome to Wieland, and especially to 
his Oberon, and commend him cheerfully to our readers. 

He has nothing of the loftiness of Schiller, and let us con 
fess that Schiller did not like him at all ; he used to call 
him " the graceful girl of Weimar, insipid and vain." 
He had nothing of the gigantic many-sidedness and depth 
of thought and feeling of Goethe ; but Goethe, among his 

many side, had also his voluptuous side, and with a sen 
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sualist like Wieland, whose epicurean philosophy was 

refined by taste, adorned by learning, chastened by tact, 

spiced by wit, surrounded by a lovely social nature and 

gentle feeling3 of humauity, Goethe felt perfectly at home ; 
and Wieland's death affected him most deeply and pain 

fully, and gave rise to his celebrated speculations about 

immortality. Wieland had nothing of the evangelical 

purity and humanitarian tenderness of Jean Paul. He had 

nothing of the sublimity of Klopstock ; nothing of the 

vast cosmopolitan intellect, and spiritual and poetical 
vision of Herder. There is little in him to command our 

reverence, but much that deserves respect. We would not 

overlook the ethical blemishes of some of his writings. 
We do not place him among the commanding German 

minds, but yet we think him worthy of a niche in the 

poets' corner of a literary gallery. 
But let us now present to our readers some of the 

opinions pronounced about him by various critics. Says 
Bancroft : 

"The contemporary and coadjutor of Lessing and 
" 

Klopstock in revolutionizing German taste, was Wieland, 
" whose career is psychologically curious. He began as a 
" 

religious enthusiast, and afterward paraded the preten 
" sions of a free-thinker ; he was in youth pr'udish, and in 
" his ideas of love eminently Platonic ; and by and by " he thought it manly to be able to tell a coarse story " without blushing. 

" In this second period he drew his system of philosophy " 
partly from Shaftesbury, partly from Helvetius, com 

" 
mending virtue as a sort of heroism, not to be expected " from everybody, but to be admired when it appeared ; 

" and esteeming morality because it is graceful and becom 
" 

ing. Having been a visionary, he turned satirist. 
" 

Wieland's life was regular, but speculatory, and he yielded " himself up to the influence of his animal nature, and 
" then rattling his chains, pretended to think their clank 
" 

ing was melody, and poetry, and wisdom." * * * * 

This, we think, with every deference for the opinion of 
our American historian, rather too severe ! 

Says W. Taylor, of Norwich : 
" In looking back on the vast mass of Wieland's diver 

" sified composition, the attention will chiefly centre on the 
" 

epic efforts in prose and verse. Wieland's novels are of 
" a form nearly peculiar. Wholly negligent, apparently, of 
41 

living manners and opinions, he has laid the scenes of all 
" his fables in remote ages and countries, and is scrupu " 

lously attentive to the customs, not only of the objects " but of the very ideas introduced : yet he artfully indi 
" cates a perpetual analogy between the ways of acting " and thinking in different times and places ; he steadily " 

keeps in view the general laws of human hallucination ; 
" and he is ever solicitous to inculcate the truism, that 
" under other masks and names men are still repeating " the same comedy. An enthusiast tamed into a worldling 
" 

by the delusions of a mistress and the lessons' of a phi " 
losopher, is the favorite subject of his intellectual sculp- I 

" ture. For pathetic, and even for highly comic passages, 
" one may long seek in vain ; but for beautiful descrip " tious and delicately-interesting situations, one is never at 
" a loss. He everywhere flatters the luxurious, " and encourages a delicate sensuality ; a stoicwould call**1 
" him ' the sycophant of refinement ;' an epicurean would 
" 

style him ' the philosopher of the graces.'. Of 
" 
Wieland's poetic works, the most successful are his metri 

" cal romances. Wiser than Ariosto, he has not attempted 
" to combine into a disjointed whole the several tales of 
" 

knighthood which he has thrown into rhyme. Sometimes 
" 

(as in Geron le Courtois) it is a single adventure which 
" he versifies ; sometimes (as in Oberon) it is a whole 
" 

story-book to which he gives the form of an epopee. " 
Pagan legends also, and fairy tales have often furnished 

" him with a basis of narrative ; for he bestrides with 
" 

equal skill the Pegasus of Olympus, the Hippogriffon of 
" 

Chivalry, and the Simoorg of Ginnistan. His omnipotent > 
" 

fancy ean create at will the divinities of every mythology, " aud enrobe them all with dazzling magnificence and clas 
" sical propriety. Yet his heroes and heroines want, " 

perhaps a certain heroism of character ; they are- Sacri 
" 

pants Zerbinos, and Rinaldos, Angelicas, and Armidas ; " 
they are neither Agamemnon, nor Achilles, nor Diomed, " nor Clytemnestra, nor Andromache ; but, if they win 

" less by the admiration, they gain, perhaps, more on the 
" affections. The youngest of the Graces, not the highest 
*' of the Muses, besought for him of Apollo the gift of 
" 

song ; Echo was his muse, Pallas his preceptress, Venus 
" his inspiress." 

His 
" 

Agathon 
" is a production of a peculiar cast, ? 

which, under the form of a modern novel, and with all its 

interest, elegance, and gaiety, exhibits a profound erudi 

tion, and an exact and critical knowledge of antiquity. 
His heroes are the orators, sages, and generals of Greece ; 
his heroines, priestesses of Apollo, or Phrynes, Psyches, 

Dana?s, or Aspasias. His philosophy is imbibed from 

Plato, his ethics (if they deserve the name), from Aristip 
pus, his amatory language and allusions, his pathos, or rather 
his impassioned and sensualized tenderness, are inspired 
from Sappho and Anacreon. Like Terence, everything 
but his idiom is Greek. "He does not stand 
" 

long subdued with awe to contemplate the Minerva and 
" the Jupiter of Phidias, but passes on in voluptuous gaiety " to tbe Phry ne of Alcamenes, and the Venus of Praxiteles." 
Such is the general impression left on the mind by his 
" 

Agathon," his " 
Musarion," and other of his works of a 

similar cast. His poem, 
" 

Pervonte," was a great favorite 
with Goethe, on account of the lessons of contentment which 
it inculcated. " 

Peregrinus Proteus" is another of his 
learned novels, borrowing the classic drapery of antiquity 
to shadow forth the frailties and excellences which in all 
ages and all zones are inherent in mankind. His " 

Aris 
" 

tippus 
" 

may be considered as a companion for the 
travels of Anacharsis, and embraces much of the history of 

Greece and Grecian manners. 
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He wrote about Milton, translated all the plays of 

Shakspeare, translated Lncian, the epistles of Horace and 

Cicero ; but the name of his literary products is legion. 
"Of Wieland, as of Pindar, the ancients would have fabled 

that the bees swarmed around him as he lay in his cradle ; 
and as truly may it be applied to him as to the great poet 
who applied it to himself, that "he lisped in numbers, and 
" he laughed in rhymes." 

Besides all the many volumes he gave to the public, he 
was the sole conductor of the most influential paper of the 

day, the German Mercury. In Europe, Wieland stands 

alone among the editors. He alone could produce fifty 
volumes for literature, and yet faithfully discharge the 

duties of the press. Some of Wieland's choicest smaller 

poems, like " 
Serafina " and " The Pangs of Separation," 

have been recently translated into English, but we have no 

room for quotation. Yet, although few scholars are unac 

quainted with Wieland, we are, excepting his Agathon 
and some of his dialogues, not aware of any complete 
translation of his works. When a version of Oberon, by 
Sotheby, was announced in Eugland, it was hailed with 

delight and approbation : 
" Lord of each grace?lo ! Wieland's measures swell 
The tones of Sotheby's enchanting spell." 

We have neither time nor space to give a regular and 
succinct account of Wieland's various writings and life ; 

we only intended to give general hints about his character 
and his genius ; but those of our readers, who desire more 

information about him, may find it in Longfellow's valua 
ble work on European Poetry, and Hedges' 

" Prose Writers 
of Germany," also W. Taylor's 

" Poetic Survey of Ger 
man Literature." ? 

It is through allegories and fables that we receive the earliest 
accounts we have of all nations, particularly those of the East. 
In these days, when exactness is so much valued, we may, per 
haps, he tempted to deplore this medium as liable to mislead ; 
bnt must recollect that if we had uot their ancient records in 
that form, we should have them in none. " 

Fiction," says 
Bacon, "gives to mankind what history denies, aud in some 
measure satisfies the mind with shadows where it cannot enjoy 
the substance !".... : Our best fables came with the sun, from 
that genial clime where Nature pours forth her stores with so 
liberal a hand that she spoils by her indulgence those on whom 
she bestows her choicest gifts. In that favored land the imagi 
nation of authors grows like their own evergreens, in unpruned 
luxuriance. But the climate of the East, while it fosters lively 
imaginations aud strong passions, disposes the frame to the 
enjoyment of that luxurious ease which is adverse to freedom. 
The fathers of families, the chiefs of tribes, and the sovereigns 
of kingdoms, are, within their separate circles, alike despotic; 
their children or subjects are, therefore, compelled to address 
these dreaded superiors in apologues and tales, lest the plain truth spoken in plain language should offend ; and to-avoid this 
unpleasant result every bird, beast, and fish have received the 
gift of speech, and have been made to represent kings, or cour 
tiers, soldiers, wise men and foolish, old men and little children, in order, as a Persian author says, 

" That the ear of authority 
may be safely approached by the tongue of wisdom."? 
Sketches of Persia. 

A FRENCHMAN'S "COUP D'OEIL" OF 

AMERICAN ART. 

Among tbe pictorial curiosities of the New York great 
exhibition of 1853, was a great canvas, painted all over 

with figures of great men, by a great little French artist, 

by the name of Etex. Now, according to a principle of 

gravitation, the laws of which we are not familiar with, 
this great canvas found its way into the Governor's Room 
of the New York City Hall. Our readers may have heard 
of Napoleon's magnificent Triumphal Arch hi Paris, planted 
at one end of the beautiful avenue of the Champs Elys?es, 

?and they have certainly heard of the aforesaid Gov 
ernor's Room iu the New York City Hall, second story, 
front. Perhaps they have seen both of these metropolitan 

monuments, and have experienced proper emotions at the 

contemplation of their respective details. If so, they will 
recall to mind the fact that Louis Philippe, impelled by 
patriotic considerations, as well as a reverent disposition to 

carry out the grandes id?es of his illustrious predecessor, 
did authorize the execution of two alti-relievi subjects for 
the decoration and completion of Napoleon's Arch, which 

works now appear upon the fa?ade of that structure, to the 

great delight of all lovers of melo-dramatic Art, and-with 

great satisfaction to the name of Etex. It is unnecessary 
to describe these works ; sufficient to say, they are positive 
facts of existence, and were conceived in the sin of artistic 

bombast, and born in the iniquity of small regal imitation 
of imperial grandeur : all we can recollect of that sculp 
ture is the name of Etex conspicuously displayed in large 
letters thereon. t One monument suggests another, particu. 
larly when both have features in common ; we accordingly 
have to refer to the great Crystal Palace exhibition of 

New York, the history of which embodies so many disa 

greeable facts, we must be excused for passing it over 

lightly as a stepping-stone, in order to reach the Governor's 
Room in the City Hall. The only reason we have for men 

tioning the great exhibition at all, is because, like the 

Triumphal Arch in Paris, it was a grande id?e, ami it is 
associated with the name of Etex. The great exhibition 
contained a picture by A. Etex :?our readers will please 
observe that the alti-relievi sculptures in Paris were by an 
Etex ;?we do not assert the sculpture in Paris and the 

painting that was in the Great Exhibition to be by the 
same artist ; we could not prove such a statement : all 

we assert is, that a strong family likeness is apparent in 
the Art of the respective productions. We now come to 
the Governor's Room in the City Hall. Like the Tri 

umphal Arch at Paris and the Great Exhibition of New 

York, the Governor's Room in the City Hall is a grande 
id?e. We do not know to whom to attribute its original 
conception, whether to Peter Stuyvesant, Recorder Riker, 
or to Fitz Greene Halleck, the only civic statesman and 

poet that we ever read of or reverenced in our youthful 
days. Certain it is that the Governor's Room is a civic 

curiosity and sui generis ; and what is equally true, it has 
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